Ondori RSTR Specs

The Ondori Mission
Ondori is a Rapid Secure Transaction Resource for a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency network. We are a
growing global decentralized digital currency that will allow you to move money with lightning fast
transactions with minimal to no fees to be used in our RSTR Market (to come) or for personal and
business. Simply send and receive RST from one address to the next anywhere in the world.

Algorithm

PoS 3.0 Bitcoin Core 0.10.x

Circulation Supply

~37b

Privacy

zRST

Block size

2 MB

Blocktime

60 seconds

TPS

173

Min TX Confirmations

6

Minimum Stake Age

60 minutes

Confirmations (MN/

The Ondori Vision
Our vision is to be a decentralized peer-to-peer cryptocurrency payment resource with real-world
usability that will be used all over the world to buy and sell goods or services within our RSTR Market,
peer-to-peer, and in stores or over the internet. It's our vision to help introduce Ondori RSTR and
cryptocurrency to the large global population that isn't knowledgable about cryptocurrency by
strategic marketing and the targeting of everyday people doing everyday things in life - work, play,
and the everyday lifestyles.

What is Ondori RSTR?
Ondori RSTR is a fun and easy to use decentralized cryptocurrency that is designed to be a fast and
secure way to send payments, with optional privacy (zRST). Ondori provides its users with the ability
to send funds peer-to-peer in a matter seconds, or instantly (QuickX), from anywhere across the
globe with free and easy to use wallets available for your specific operating system. Also available is
the Android RSTR mobile wallet (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.rstr.android).

Staking rewards)

51

Block Reward

774

Block Reward Split

45% PoS (348.3 Ondori), 55%
MN (425.7 Ondori)

Yearly Emissions

406,814,400

Monthly Emissions

33,901,200

Daily Emissions

1,114,560

Hourly Emissions

46,440

Masternode Collateral

3,000,000

RPC Port

22619

Peer to Peer Port

22620

Ondori RSTR Exchanges

As the world moves towards the mass adoption of digital assets and cryptocurrencies, Ondori’s true
aim to is to be a coin that is scalable and functional for everyday use. With the recent explosion of
thousands of new digital asset projects, Ondori prides itself on being a truly functional and scalable
payment platform with a team and development strategy that focuses on producing tangible results
without all the hype and false promises that is seen from many other projects in the digital asset
space.
Ondori RSTR offers block rewards in the form of Proof of Stake (PoS) and Masternodes (MN). PoS and
MN work together to add security to the network. Ondori also plans to offer a Proof of Transaction
(PoT) feature in the future. PoT will be similar to how you can receive cash back for using credit cards,
and will add an additional layer of security to the network. PoT will offer incentives to users who
actively participate and will be an integral part of the coming RSTR Market.

Ondori Future plans and use case
Ondori RSTR plans to offer a RSTR Market (RM) which will be a place where people can come
together to buy or sell their goods and services, and where users will be able to buy and pay with RST
while earning rewards thru PoT as incentives for their use and activity.The RM will be a peer-to-peer
network backed by RSTR blockchain and powered by Proof of Transaction. You will be able to utilize
our network to buy and sell goods or services to one another.
In addition to buying and selling, the marketplace will be developed to allow you to buy RST direct,
set up e-commerce, merchant accounts, debit cards, chat with other users thru our social platform,
and much more.
Our vision is to see Ondori RSTR having real-world use and helping to bring cryptocurrency to those
in the work, play and everyday areas of life. We hope to see you be a part of helping us fulfill this
vision.

Version 1.0

Ondori RSTR Links
Website:

https://www.rstr.io

Explorer:

http://explorer.rstr.io

Discord:

https://discord.gg/5FYwxY6

Telegram:

https://t.me/ondoricoin

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/ondoricoin

Facebook:

https://facebook.com/ondoricoin

Reddit:

https://www.reddit.com/r/ondoricoin/

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/ondoricoin

